
 

Communication and Language 

Use our senses to describe seaside 
objects. Play games that require 
listening to and recognising voices of 
our peers. Perform roll play games. Re-
tell some of the stories covered so far. 

Personal, Social and 
Emotional Development 

Share experiences orally as part of a 
group and individually about holiday 
memories. 
Build friendships, discussing what makes 

a good friend through the use of stories 

and real life experiences. Play team 

games to explore the value of working as 

part of a team. Talk about similarities 

and differences in relation to friends or 

family, in people, countries and 

communities. 

Physical Development 

Understand the importance of looking 
after ourselves- from washing hands to 
staying sun-safe. Develop fine motor 
skills in cutting, threading, pinching with 
tweezers, rolling and shaping materials. 
Travel under, around, over and through 
an obstacle course. Dance freely to 
pirate-themed music. 

Literacy 
Recognise words with the same initial 
sound such as money and mother. 
Practice name writing.  
Attempt to write new words such as 
Mum, Dad, cat, dog.  
Write some letters accurately.   

Summer 2 – Pirates and the seaside 

             Mathematics 

 
Practise counting numbers 0-5 through 

games, treasure hunts, role-play and 

songs. Make repeated patterns with 

different objects. Find and recognise 

digits up to 5. Say 1 number for each 

object in order to 5 (1:1 

correspondence). Count by rote usually 

linking this to number rhymes and 

songs sometimes up to 10.  

Our Topic Books 

Week 1 The Rainbow Fish 

Week 2 What The Ladybird Heard at 

The Seaside 1 

Week 3 What The Ladybird Heard at 

The Seaside 2 

Week 4 Smiley Shark 

Week 5 Ten Little Pirates 1 

Week 7 Ten Little Pirates 2 

Understanding the World 

Carry out science experiments using 
colour and filter paper and exploring 
whether objects sink or float. 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Sing and play music to pirate-themed 
songs. Use a range of art resources to 
make underwater animal crafts. Act out 
pirate scenes in the outdoor pirate ship. 
Design and make pirate ships that float 
on water. 


